
The Montessori Floor Bed Option!

In over 20+  years of working with children in cribs, this is what I have seen:  3
broken arms; two broken legs from jumping or falling out. Even falling on
carpet! Then there were the adorable 14-month twins who both learned how to
open the supposed baby-proof mesh zippered “crib-tents” -from the inside- so
they could crawl out and head down the stairs; and some head-banging and
forehead bruising on crib rails (that tends to only happen with crying alone
methods though!) . Then there are the continual crib recalls.

A “Montessori Style” mattress on the floor works great to transition your child
out of a crib when they are crawling out- or to move out of the family bed.
This can begin at any time if you will be staying with your baby and using
safer sleep practices. It can start as soon as 12 months if you plan to leave
your baby or toddler alone for periods of time.
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Sometimes the “family bed” cannot be made safe but a floor bed in their own
room where you can be with them will be. Anything up above the floor is going
to require a lot more e�ort for the parents while working on a sleep plan. If
your child is under 15 months. Be with your child until they fall asleep for the
first 4 nights in the new bed as they become used to the new surroundings.

Benefits of the Mattress on the Floor for a crawler or walker are: safety as long
as you’ve child-proofed the room and door; you can o�er cuddles and touch
while resting and save your back; your child will have a sense of agency where
they can choose sleep as well as a sense of agency about moving their body
how they want to before bed. They may move on and o� the bed which is great
for getting all the last energy out without crying (don’t try to make them lay
down, just model sleep!). You’ll wind up with an older toddler who does not
need to later learn how to feel secure and stay in their bed at sleep time
because they will already be used to choosing their bed and loving it- before
they hit the challenging 2’s and 3’s.


